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injurious to the prestige of the Indian Civil Service because it can no longer be said even approximately that the best Indians get into the IndianCivil Service : and as soon as that fact is generally realised its right to be regarded (so far as the Indian recruitment is concerned) as the premier service will vanish. If the successful Indian competitor in London is often inferior to the unsuccessful Indian competitor in India, the question arises whether the successful competitor in India represents the best material which India can produce. At first sight one would expect that this would be so, since to the Indian the Indian Civil Service represents the best career which is available to him. In order to explain why it is not necessarily so, it is necessary to examine the problem which confronts the Indian graduate when he has taken his degree. The annual output of Indian graduates is enormous and a far greater proportion of them than infEngland look to Government service for a career. In England the Home Civil Service examination is the chief service which is staffed by graduates and the graduate looks to that examination as his means of entry. Other branches of the civil service are recruited at examinations for which graduates do not compete. Government servants are, therefore, divided fairly sharply into an upper division of graduates and a lower division of non-graduates. The provincial services in England are usually not staffed by examination at all.
 44.	In India almost all the services (at any rate
those to which the entry is by examination) are staffed
by graduates, that is to say, by one class of persons
who differ in their degree of education but do not
differ genetically.    The graduate who wishes to enter
Government service is confronted with a bewildering
variety of alternatives.    He can enter for the AU-
India examinations such as the I.C.S., the Indian
Audit and Accounts, the Imperial Police, the Forest
Service and the Railway Service, each of which have
their separate examination, or he can enter for the
Provincial Services, many of which are recruited by
examination, or he may enter for the service of the
Government   of   India   Ministerial   Establishment,
which is also recruited by examination.    He has his
choice between these alternatives, but, if he cannot
get into the service of his choice, he is bent on getting
into the service somehow;   and it is not uncommon
to find a candidate who has tried for the Indian Civil
Service and not obtained a  place competing for a
minor  clerical  post in the Government  of  India
Secretariat.
 45.	Examinations  in   India   are,   however,   very
expensive.    There is a substantial entrance fee, but
the main part of the expense is due to the fact that the
candidate has to travel once and sometimes twice to
an examination centre which maybe a thousand miles
away and pay for his maintenance during the progress
of the examination.    The expenses are greater for
an   Imperial   examination   than   for   a   provincial
•examination since the candidate has to travel further.
The candidate for Government service is generally a poor man and for financial (if for no other) reasons he can not afford to go in for aU these examinations. Further, he is unable to study for them all because though they do not vary very greatly ha their syllabus, they da vary and each examination requires some special preparation. Lastly, he cannot take all the rearm nations because their dates sometimes dash.
46.	It is  therefore  necessary  to make a choice
To take an instance, a graduate of the United Prol
•vittces knows by his academic record that he is about
^ttwbest mam erfhis year in the United Provinces, and
•as fairly sure of being successful in the examination
ior th* United Provinces Provincial Service.    The
-exammalaoa and the attendance at the examination
cheap.    The range of subjects he
*^ smaJL    If h« * »P-
-	sing mosey at once and fie
s that hts career will be in his own province and among his owa people.
Tie alternative is? to eater for the LC.S. Here he ias to compete against candidates drawn from the
 whole of India. He is unable to compare himself with them or gauge his chances of success. The vacancies are only four or five. He has to pay a large entrance fee and stop for about three weeks in Delhi. He has to take up subjects for the examination with which he was perhaps previously unfamiliar. If he is successful, he has to go to England for two years on an allowance only sufficient to cover his expenses. At the end of that time - he may find himself in a province far removed from his own people, the language and associations of which are alien to him. The prize, if he obtains it, is very substantial, but the stakes he has put down are very large and the odds against him are very heavy.
It is little wonder that in these circumstances he prefers the comparatively safe course of competing for the Provincial Service to the hazardous course of competing for the Indian Civil Service. I have been assured from many quarters that the entrants to the provincial services are often superior to those for the Indian Civil Service, and I know of several cases in which a candidate who has been unsuccessful for the provincial services has been successful for the I.C.S. But the competition is not only between the I.C.S. and the provincial services. It is also between the Imperial Services themselves. The Indian Audit and Accounts examination probably attracts as good a class of candidates as the I.C.S., and possibly better.
 47.	The main reasons for this state of affairs is,
first, the very small number of places awarded on the
result of the I.C.S. examination and, secondly, the
multiplicity of examinations.    The latter is a very
distinct evil in itself.    It is educationally most un
desirable  that  an  Indian  graduate who  has  just
emerged from his degree 'examination should spend a
year or more cramming for and taking a series of
examinations at all of which he may be unsuccessful.
 48.	The remedy is an extensive amalgamation of
examinations.    I  should  like to see an annual ex
amination   conducted    at   the    provincial    centres
throughout India at which, Indians could compete :—

 1.	For the Indian Civil Service.
 2.	For the Indian Audit and Accounts.
 3.	For their own provincial service.
A partial amalgamation was effected this year between the Indian Civil Service and the United Provinces Provincial Servicev In my opinion it was a great success and highly beneficial to both services ; it would have been a still greater success if the amalgamation had been more complete. The Public Service Commission, however, have no power to extend the system, because it can only be adopted " if the Local Government agree, and each Local Government has a right, even if it agrees, to insist on its own special conditions. Special conditions appropriate to particular provinces there must of course be; there is no difficulty in incorporating some special conditions into the system, but there are other special conditions which would make the system unworkable. I do not expand this proposal and am of course aware that special difficulties attach to it which must be faced.
49.	The effects of the happenings of 1915 to 1928
will not reveal themselves fully till about 1935, when
the recruits of 1915 to 1928 begin to occupy positions
of major importance  in  the. Indian  Civil  Service.
By 1946 practically all the pre-war recruits will have
vanished and for a period of 15 years all the senior
and influential posts will be held by the succeeding
generations.    It is clear that title constitution of the
Indian Civil Service will then be entirely different
from what it was in the past.    The homogeneity
based on common traditions and a common training
will   have   vanished.    The   inroads   made   on   the
principle of open competition will be enormous and
even among those who entered by' open competition
it will be impossible to say that they represent the
best material available.    I am far from saying that
the members of the Indian Civil Service may not
be as good men as they were before the war.    I
have heard it frequently said that the war period
1915-1922 introduced into the I.C.S. much inferior

